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1. Westin, Gurgaon
Just 15 minutes away from The Indira Gandhi
International Airport, Westin is in Sector 29, Gurgaon,
Delhi. It has a beautiful banquet hall for the wedding. The
amazing decoration in the serene environment makes it a
perfect wedding venue.

Best Wedding Venues In Delhi NCR To
Make Your Wedding Grand
You want your wedding to be grand? For that, you need to invest in a great venue that has paramount importance in making
your D-Day. It may be a banquet hall or a resort as per your choice and your budget. We have compiled a list of the best
wedding venues in Delhi NCR that will definitely make your wedding incredible. The wedding venue is what demarcates a
dull environment from a lively one. Here are the best wedding venues in Delhi NCR to make your wedding a magnificent
night.

2. Radisson Blu, Dwarka
Radisson Blu is a renowned hotel which has its chains of
hotels in Delhi NCR. It is away from the busy and
crowded city. It is a hot choice for functions ranging from
engagement to the Wedding ceremony. The warm
decoration of the hotel is trendsetting and astonishing.

Image Source - weddingz, my wedding bazaar
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3. Umrao Jaan

Awarded ‘The 2016 best luxury hotel’, the Umrao Jaan is a
great venue for your fairytale wedding. It offers the most
exquisite decor which is more like a contemporary art. It
offers a wedding package in four categories, Elroy, Milap,
Courtis and Almeda.

4. Vivanta By Taj
Very close to Dwarka Metro Station, Vivanta is full of
greenery which will give a soothing effect to your eyes.
Vivanta by Taj is a one-stop platform for every
godforsaken wedding planning facility. Be it catering or
luxury services, Vivanta provides all types of wedding
venue arrangements.

5. The Imperial
Awarded as India’s best ‘Luxury Historical Hotel’ by
World Luxury Hotel Awards in 2015, The Imperial Hotel
is one of a kind. It hardly takes 10-minutes to reach The
Imperial from New Delhi Railway Station. This hotel will
make your wedding a memorable occasion with its
grandiose interiors and amazing decoration.

Image Source - weddingz, my wedding bazaar

Trending Floral
Decoration
For Weddings
in 2018
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Things to Consider Before
Booking a Wedding Venue
Just after a couple is engaged, they are
flooded with questions of when and where.
The question of when and where is never
easy. In India, weddings are a big affair and
wedding venue is something every guest
invited is excited about. Booking a wedding
venue is one of the most important aspects
of your wedding planning process. Get it
wrong and it will taint the entire day, get it
right and your wedding will be all you had
ever hoped for. Here are some of the key
things to keep in mind while booking your
wedding venue:

Understand the Budget
The budget should not contradict the
logistics. Everything from how many guests
you are expecting to attend the ceremony,
the time of day you want to have your
wedding and any special accommodations
your guests might require. The budget
might give a headache but it should be
maintained without flowing into the river of
emotions to save you from later stress.

Is the Venue Available?
Take a confirmation about the dates and
availability of the venue. Most of the venues
are pre-booked during the wedding
Image Source - sassystyleredesign.com

season. In India, people confirm the
wedding date almost 4-5 months prior and
do an advance booking for the wedding
venue. If the venue is pre-booked, look for
another venue and make sure it fits your
budget.

Logistics
We have to make sure the venue has
enough accommodations. If it has enough
rooms for your guests. Make a list of how
many guests you have invited and how
many rooms are required (make sure to
keep some extra rooms!) and if the venue
has enough rooms for these many people.

Food and Drinks
The guests might forget about everything
about the wedding but they never forget the
kind of food and drinks you served. Make
sure the food tastes heavenly which includes
the appetizers, the main course and the
dessert. Find out if they have in-house
catering service if not, you have to add
another job to your list and that is finding
one of the best caterers in town.
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Is Access to the Venue Easy?
We have to make sure that the wedding
venue is easy to find. It should not cause
unnecessary frustration to the wedding
guests. The venue should not be near the
busy street as it may cause noisy
disturbances to the wedding party but the
venue should be accessible to the guests
invited.

Services and Amenities
If it has in-house catering services,
whether the venue provides pick up and
drop facilities for the guests, the security
system at the venue, the setup crew for
your wedding, if the venue has AV facilities
or not etc. These services and amenities
should be checked while booking a
wedding venue. The behaviour of the staff
members also matters a lot.

Ambience
What style and architecture do the
building’s interior convey. The ambience
should reflect your personality. The
lighting should be accurate to create the
perfect ambience. A wedding reflects your
personality, so take some time to think
about what it is that would make your
wedding truly unique and special for you

Does the Venue Fit Into Your
Needs?
Is it going to provide you ample space for
all your ceremonies? If you are planning
for different ceremonies like Jaimala,
Marriage Ceremony in the venue itself,
then does it offer sufficient space for all
ceremonies? It is really important that you
discuss this in advance and ask about the
availability and arrangements.

words of wisdom
If you are planning an outdoor
wedding, make sure the wedding
venue has always got backup plan
ready for weather mishaps like rain,
storm or anything. In India, the
weather conditions are very
unpredictable

Image Source - NYNJ Photography, .angelmstyle.com

Vendor of the Week
Vendor of the Week
Vendor of the Week
This edition's special

Compatibility Quiz
AZIZAA
Weddings at Azizaa have created a spectacular found
ambiance of romance, style and elegance. Under the
leadership of Rajneesh Gupta & Veenu Khanna, they rely
on creative ideas, collaboration, planning and project
management skill to plan perfect weddings.
Azizaa is active on two locations including one in GT
Karnal Road and another one in Rajokri - Kapashera Link
Road.

Compatibility is the key to a successful, enduring and
happy relationship. You need to be compatible with your
partner in order for your relationship to last.
If you're worried about how compatible you and your
partner are, our quiz can help.
Take the quiz by following the link below-

Quiz Link https://www.wedamor.com/compatibility-quiz/
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Unique Reception Stage Decoration
Ideas You Can Try
One of the most important and main attraction
of wedding is the stage where the bride and
groom are seated. Every guest looks at the
decorations made for the couple getting hitched
and nothing is better than leaving them
awestruck as they enter the venue. This is the
place where most of the photographs with the
bride and groom are taken, and hence it is of
primary importance to make it pitch perfect. So
here are some amazingly beautiful and unique
wedding reception stage decoration ideas that
you MUST TRY for the big day.
Fairy Lights Decoration

Chandeliers

Fairy Lights

Having one grand
chandelier or a number of
small one on the wedding
stage gives a grand and royal
look to your wedding
reception. It should match
the colour of the seats chandelier with silver lights
for white seats, and
chandelier with yellow lights
for gold or red seats.

Fairy lights are nothing but
mesmerising beauties that
will give the stage a gentle,
subtle look to the stage. As in
the case of chandeliers, the
choice of the colour of fairy
lights is important in
reference to the theme and
colours of the remaining
decor.

Chandelier decoration
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Floral Backdrop
Flowers symbolize new life, hope
and fertility, making them an
important, and mesmerising part
of a wedding. Stage decorations
using flowers have always been an
exquisite and enchanting way to
decorate. Flowers give a unique
and beautiful look based on the
choice of them.

Unique Patterns
Using unique and exquisite motifs
to decorate the background, such
as candles, or frames among
others will give your pictures a
gorgeous and mesmerising
backdrop. Such patterns which are
different and creative will make
your memories even more
cherishable and give your guests
another topic to talk about!

Bright Hangings

Pillars

The most subtle and simple
reception stage decoration is by
using bright hangings with drapes
to give a classy and beautiful look.
Extremely attractive glass motifs
with LED lights will give the stage
and your wedding pictures an
amazing touch.

The use of pillars, drapes and
flowers give a royal, elegant look
to the stage. Pillars have always
been used as a wedding classic
decoration, hence, for a beautiful
decor, pillars can be opted for.
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The Beauty of Rustic
Weddings
Rustic weddings are a beautiful and
enchanting way to embrace the
nature as you take your vows. Here
are some Rustic Wedding decoration
ideas!

Image Source - Wild and Wonderful Photography, wedding-ﬂowers-photo.blogspot.com, mit24h.com, indulgy.com, wittyvows.com,
http://yourweddingphotos.co

Go Quirky This Wedding Season by
Choosing a Rustic Indian Wedding
What better than a glamorous, stylish
rustic wedding to help you create lifelong
memories. Rustic weddings are not just
about outdoor setting; it’s a great way to
get hitched in the arms of nature and a
perfect atmosphere. It’s a delicate, elegant
and as absolutely beautiful celebration to
host your wedding rustic style or in a
barn. A blend of traditional settings and
trendy moderations will end up giving an
excellent set-up for your dream day.
Such kind of a wedding is inspired from
farm-like setups as a theme which
displays a number of natural designs and
textures. From huge candle stands and
colourful glass, ancient set-ups, flowers
and vines, jars to bulbs and fairy lights,
exquisite centrepieces and colour themes.
These are held at farm estates, barn,
mountains or open fields.

Rustic Wedding Ideas
Wildflowers used as the theme is an
excellent choice to give your wedding a
rustic look. These should be used for
decoration and as centrepieces.
Sunflowers and lavender as a pair can be
used too.
Use jars or other metal vases as
centrepieces.Use rustic motifs as
decorations like wooden ladders, crates,
candles, decorations made out of jute, fairy
lights, hanging motifs etc.

Image Source - weddings.happyshappy.com

Go for a setting in the open ground and
decorate the mandap and stage with
drapes, poles and hanging motifs.
Use vintage décor and potted plants and
set heaters around the area if the wedding
is during winter.
Go for pastel and dull shades for theme
instead of bright and sparkling.
Prefer an afternoon or evening wedding
ceremony.
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Previous Edition
Honeymoon Fashion
The last edition focused on
honeymoon fashion trends for
both bride and groom, to help
them in choosing the best during
their honeymoon shopping

About Us
Your search for a perfect Indian wedding magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a free
online wedding magazine featuring the latest trends in weddings, with new ideas, tips and
advice decoration ideas, wedding venue guides, honeymoon destinations and more to
help you plan your dream wedding.Whether it is for a wedding that you have always
envisioned or a honeymoon that will only corroborate your relationship with your
beloved, discover the best options available to you in your budget to make the day special.

Contact Us
Next Edition
Wedding Invitation
This is the ultimate guide for all
the latest and upcoming wedding
invitation tips and suggestions.
Issue coming out soon! From
trendy wedding invites to unique
invitation quotes, we got you
covered!
Magazine Cover Photo Courtesy www.functionmania.com
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